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Retain receipt for your records. Receipt replaces landing tag for after hours reporting. 
Retain receipt for your records. Receipt replaces landing tag for after hours reporting. 

(W
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Tuna tag# __________________________________________
Tuna tag# __________________________________________

• Complete a catch card for each landed bluefin tuna.
•  Exchange the completed catch card at a reporting 

station for a landing tag.
•  Please place a number in the Live Release and Dead 

Release box if there are any bluefin tuna releases. If 
there are several bluefin landed in one trip, please 
complete these boxes on only one card and not on 
every card.

•  The bluefin tuna may be removed from a vessel or 
the vessel removed from the water with the fish 
onboard once the landing tag is affixed.

• Complete a catch card for each landed bluefin tuna.
•  Exchange the completed catch card at a reporting 

station for a landing tag.
•  Please place a number in the Live Release and Dead 

Release box if there are any bluefin tuna releases. If 
there are several bluefin landed in one trip, please 
complete these boxes on only one card and not on 
every card.

•  The bluefin tuna may be removed from a vessel or 
the vessel removed from the water with the fish 
onboard once the landing tag is affixed.

Today’s Date  MM DD YYYY

Vessel Name ___________________________________________

Registration # (State ID) ___________________________________
Atlantic Highly  
Migratory Species  
(HMS) Permit# 
Fill in Atlantic HMS Permit# and Permit Holder’s Name only if you have one. Registration number 
and Atlantic HMS Permit# are not needed if fishing from shore or in state waters.

Permit Holders Name _____________________________________
Trip Type (circle one)   Charter   /   Private   /   Headboat   

*Curved Fork Length (inches) ________ **Weight (pounds) _______
*  Measure from the tip of the upper jaw, over the top side of the pectoral fin 

to the fork of the tail.
** Scale weight ONLY. Do not record estimated weight. 

Reporting Station: __________________________________
Was this fish caught during a tournament? (circle one)    Yes    /    No

Tournament Name __________________________________

Bluefin Tuna Tag # __________________________________
(Exchange the completed catch card for a tag at a reporting station)
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Trip Type (circle one)   Charter   /   Private   /   Headboat   

*Curved Fork Length (inches) ________ **Weight (pounds) _______
*  Measure from the tip of the upper jaw, over the top side of the pectoral fin 

to the fork of the tail.
** Scale weight ONLY. Do not record estimated weight. 

Reporting Station: __________________________________
Was this fish caught during a tournament? (circle one)    Yes    /    No

Tournament Name __________________________________

Bluefin Tuna Tag # __________________________________
(Exchange the completed catch card for a tag at a reporting station)

This information collected is approved under OMB  
Control # 0648-0328 and expires on 05/31/2026

This information collected is approved under OMB  
Control # 0648-0328 and expires on 05/31/2026

              Live Releases       Dead Releases

              Live Releases       Dead Releases

Maryland Bluefin Tuna 
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Write the # of BFT released alive in the Live Releases Box and the # released dead  
in the Dead Release Box.

Write the # of BFT released alive in the Live Releases Box and the # released dead  
in the Dead Release Box.


